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My team and I can't wait to support you in discovering a
leaner, stronger, healthier you. Any questions AT ALL
please don't be shy to ask - we're here to help!  
Wishing you strength and happiness. 
Janella x

IMPORTANT: The nutrition plan given within these pages is for information only and in

no way replaces any advice given by medical practitioners, registered dietitians or

nutritionists. Should you follow the advice then you are choosing to do so of your

own free will. In the event that you feel that any of the plan is affecting you

adversely then you should cease it immediately and consult your trainer. 

Contents

Janella Kerr



1. Welcome
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We’re so excited to be with you on the journey to a body

you LOVE. 

This handbook is your guide to changing your whole

mindset on nutrition and exercise - helping you achieve a

body you love and a healthier, more confident you…

The SPIRIT approach is NOT about depriving your body with

an unsustainable diet solely designed to ‘make you thin’.  

It’s about nourishing your body with healthy foods that fuel

and support its wellbeing. 

 

It’s NOT about punishing yourself with boring, repetitive

exercises that you can’t wait to be done with.

 

It’s about finding the joy in movement - training to be

strong, finding your energy and having FUN.   

When you unlock the healthy habits of eating well and

moving more, your body WILL respond positively.  

We're not saying it won't be hard work, and it won't always

be easy....If you’ve been routinely over-eating and under-

moving, the SPIRIT programme  might mean making some

changes which feel pretty tough.

But we guarantee it’ll be worth it in the long run - and

we’re here to support you every step of the way.  

So let’s do this! 

Welcome to your Love Your Body Handbook
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2. The Spirit
Mindset

Here, we're talking about why MINDSET is such an important part

of achieving the body you love... with some practical thoughts

on how to support (and not sabotage) your progress. 
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Why do we place so much emphasis on loving

your body? 

Quite simply, because we see far too many

women held back in their whole life by a lack of

body confidence.

When we love our bodies, we gain SO MUCH –

energy, confidence, happiness - our best selves

can shine through. The mind and body are

inextricably connected. 

So, before we start talking about how to adopt

positive and sustainable eating and exercise

habits, we need to talk about loving yourself - and

that means nurturing your self esteem. 

Why? Because if the voice in your head is

undermining your change efforts, you’re not

going to succeed. Self esteem isn't a 'nice to

have' - it matters. 

Self-esteem is your opinion of yourself and your

abilities. While everyone occasionally has doubts

about themselves, low self esteem can leave you

feeling insecure and unmotivated. 

Over the next pages are our Top 10 guiding

principles on greeting your body transformation

challenge with self love - building your self esteem

along the journey. 

The Spirit Mindset
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1. Be kind to yourself
That little voice that tells you you’re doing a great job

(or not) is more powerful than you might think. PLEASE,

make an effort to be nice to yourself. A good rule of

thumb is to speak to yourself in the same way that

you’d speak to a friend. If you wouldn’t say it to your

best mate, why would you say it to yourself?

 

2. Comparison is the thief of joy
Comparing yourself to other people is a sure-fire way

to feel rubbish. Try to focus on your own goals and

achievements, rather than measuring them against

someone else’s. We’re all on our own journey. 

3. Move your body
Here’s the great news - exercise isn’t just great for your

body, it’s also fantastic for your soul. Working out is a

fab way to increase motivation, practice setting goals

and build confidence. Breaking a sweat also cues the

body to release endorphins, the feel-good hormones.

4. Progress not perfection
Yes, always strive to be the best version of yourself, but

also recognise and accept that perfection is an

unrealistic goal. Celebrate the little wins along the way

to your ultimate goal. 

5. Mistakes are part of learning
Mistakes - or in psychological terms ‘ relapses’ 

- are a fundamental part of any behaviour change

journey. Next time you slip up, instead of beating

yourself up, just take a moment to reflect on how you 

might tackle that situation differently next time 

and MOVE ON. 

 

The Spirit Mindset: Self Love Top 10
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6. Accept that not everything is within your control
It’s easy to get hung up on all the things that are out of your

control, but it won’t achieve much. Focus your energy on

identifying the things that are within your power to influence and

seeing what you can do about them. As for the rest….let it go….

7. Do MORE of what makes you happy
Sure, we all have responsibilities and routines to follow, and can’t

spend every waking second in service of our own pleasure… But

even with caring for others, jobs and commitments, we can find at

least a BIT of time to do things which make us happy. If you spend

time doing the things you enjoy, you’re more likely to think

positively. So be mindful about what brings you joy in your life. Try

to schedule in a little you-time every day. And perhaps take a

moment to consider how you might reduce the time you spend on

things which don’t make you happy. How might you change

some routines to achieve a better balance? 

 

8. Celebrate the small things
You got up on time this morning. Tick. You made it to bootcamp.

Yesssss. You prepped a healthy meal. Go you. Celebrating the

small victories is a great way to build confidence and start feeling

better about yourself.

9. It’s nice to be nice
Being helpful and considerate to someone else not only makes

their day brighter, but also gives you a warm glow. So whether it’s

a small act of generosity to a stranger or being there for a close

friend, choose kindness.

10. Surround yourself with a supportive squad 
“The people we surround ourselves with either raise or lower our

standards. They either help us to become the best version of

ourselves or encourage us to become lesser versions of ourselves.

We become like our friends.”

Find people who make you feel good about yourself and avoid

those who tend to trigger your negative thinking. We hope that

the Spirit Squad will be a fantastic support network for you, as it is

for so many of our members.

The Spirit Mindset: Self Love Top 10
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Remember your goals and make a plan to get there! 

3. Your Personal
Body Goals
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By now, you will have had your 121 Body

Goals assessment with one of the SPIRIT

training team to define your health goals

and make a plan to achieve them. 

 

For some of you this may mean weight

loss or changing your body shape. For

others, the focus may be on strength and

fitness. 

Your Body Goals

Whatever your personal goals, try to consider the
bigger picture benefit of how they support a
healthier, more confident you - long term.

Our training team will regularly check in with you to monitor your

performance and we’re here to help you adjust and adapt your goals

over time as your progress. 

If you find yourself losing focus, 

return to this page to reconnect with your ambitions - and why they matter to you. 

Take a moment to note your goals & visualise what success looks like:  
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Our nutrition recommendations centre around going back to basics: 

eating more natural, wholesome foods and less processed, calorie

dense foods. 

If you're trying to lose weight, we will help you healthily achieve the

necessary calorie deficit to shed fat while building muscle. If you're

aiming to maintain your weight, we'll help you sustainably balance your

food intake with your activity levels. 

Not only will our approach help you achieve and maintain a body that

looks great on the outside, but it will also ensure a body that’s healthy

on the inside.

4. Nutrition
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Nutrition: Energy Balance
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-Weight loss is actually

pretty simple - in theory!! 

 - To shed weight, we need

to create an energy or

calorie deficit.

 

- To maintain, we must stay

in energy balance. 

- If we consume more

calories than we expend  -

then we gain weight as

have an energy surplus. 

We say simple 'in theory' because the tough bit is both understanding our

personal energy needs and accurately recognising the energy profile of what we

are consuming. Once you understand this, you need to stick LONG-TERM to a

nutrition plan which fits your lifestyle, meets your personal body goals and makes

you happy. 

And that's exactly what we're going to guide you through in the coming pages.

As you read and digest (!), remember, healthy eating is for LIFE not just bikini

season. Let's learn more.

Keto, paleo, atkins, detox,  fasting, low carb, no-carb, points, syns.... there are SO

many diets out there promising miracle results. 

These diets can offer impressive results in the short term... but if they're not

supporting you to make a long-term sustainable change to your eating habits,

short term weight losses can soon dissolve and the weight creep back on - often

with a few extra pounds for good measure. 



Many assume that increasing

your energy expenditure just

means loads of calorie-burning

cardio, but it's a myth. 

What you need to focus on 'Non

Exercise Activity Thermoogenisis'

(we call that NEAT) - it's how

MOST of the calories (other than

BMR) are burned in your day.

It's about simply moving more.

So before you even think about

'diet' think NEAT.  

Nutrition: Our energy needs 
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So, diving deeper to this energy equation, let's first think about the energy needs

of our body. 

We each have a unique BMR - Basal Metabolic Rate. This represents the

energy/calories we need to consume in a day to support our body's basic

functions at rest. Think of it as the calories you need to consume if you just sat on

your sofa all day watching TV. 

Your trainer will provide you with your personal BMR calculation. 

BMR is higher for those who are younger, heavier and male and lower for older,

lighter, females. Which is one of the reasons it can be a challenge for us women to

lose/maintain weight as we age. 

To create an energy deficit (and lose weight) you need to either decrease your

calorie intake or increase your energy expenditure- or achieve a combination of

both. It's unsustainable - and frankly not much fun to stick to a highly restrictive

calorie controlled diet long term. So you're going to want to increase your energy

expenditure - so your body burns more calories...

And we've got a NEAT solution for that....



Nutrition: Fat loss pyramid
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When we're thinking about weight loss/fat loss it's useful to think about the relative

importance of your actions as follows: 

NUTRITION / DIET

SLEEP

N.E.A.T.

EXERCISE

NUTRITION IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR IN WEIGHT LOSS. 

- Establishing a calorie deficit will allow your body to convert excess fat to energy

to fuel your body. 

SLEEP - Is vital to balance your hormones ensuring your body can metabolise fat,

manage blood sugar levels and send accurate hunger/fullness messages. 

N.E.A.T. - As set out in the previous page, increasing your non-exercise movement

is the biggest way you can 'burn' calories through your day. 

EXERCISE - Enjoy exercise for its mood-boosting properties not just for the calorie

burn. A focus on strengthening work which builds lean muscle will boost your

metabolism. 



Calorie counting has fallen out of favour in recent

years with dieters instead cutting whole food groups

(eg no carbs!) or subscribing to a very specific yes or

no list of foods (eg paleo). 

The fact is, many popular diets actually work because

by following their strict rules you end up cutting your

normal calorie consumption! The result is losing weight,

as your energy intake falls below your expenditure. But

you end the diet with no real understanding of the

relative calorie impact of the foods you eat - which

makes it hard to maintain those results when you're off

the strict regime. 

This is why we recommend keeping a food journal -

logging foods and their calories. Many studies support

that people who keep food journals are more likely to

be successful in losing weight and keeping it off.

By logging rigorously for a while, you get to truly

understand the energy values of the food choices you

make. Over time, this will allow you to 'eyeball' foods

with much better accuracy. 

The easiest way to track food intake is to use a website

or app like MY FITNESS PAL - which has an extensive

database, is easy to use and is free. You can input your

calorie target, use it to meal plan and even calculate

macros. What's more, the smartphone app allows you

to input by simply scanning barcodes.

Be really honest and track EVERYTHING - snacks and

drinks included.  Don't worry too much to begin with if

you're going over your calorie budget, it's a learning

process. 

Nutrition: track your food intake
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Yep, you heard right - and dietitians agree - labelling food as good or bad is

unhelpful - because it's not about an individual food in isolation. There are only -

GOOD OR BAD DIETS, - ie the full combination of ALL the things you eat and drink.

Some foods you should eat more of and some less - but it's all just food. 

A good diet is one which is within your personal calorie budget, which delivers a

balance of macro nutrients (carbs, fat and protein) and which is rich in micro-

nutrients to support your body (vitamin and minerals). 

A good  and sustainable diet is also one which doesn't leave you feeling deprived

or hungry, which gives you energy and makes you happy! 

Nutrition: But what should I eat ? 
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So the million dollar question...what should you eat to lose weight? What's on the

yes list and what's to be avoided at all costs? Well, we've got a revelation for you:

There are no good or bad foods

Calorie density is the key to feeling

satisfied - fill your tummy with these

healthier choices and you're less likely

to overload on calorific alternatives. 

MORE nutrient-dense but lower calorie foods 

MORE protein

LESS calorie-dense but nutritionally poor foods

(goodbye processed, high fat/ sugar treats).

To achieve the goal of a good and sustainable diet you

need to be consuming:

     (yay plant-based foods, fruits and veggies)

Following this approach will result in a lower consumption of

calorie dense foods. Focus on REAL foods not processed

alternatives.  

 



Protein helps satiate hunger, filling you up for longer so that you

don’t feel the need to snack so much

It boosts your metabolism so that you burn more calories

It helps reduce cravings

It prevents muscle loss, which in turn keeps your metabolic rate

higher and keeps you burning more calories

It helps muscle repair, so every time you do your workout,

protein will actually help your body create lean muscle 

Look out for
protein-packed
meal and snack

suggestions in the
Facebook group and

members site!

Nutrition: Protein Power
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As much as there are no good or bad foods, there's one macronutrient

which should take centre stage in your healthy balanced diet -

especially if you're regularly working out (like bootcamp!) 

Enter PROTEIN - a great place to start in building your sustainable

healthy eating plan. 

Protein is THE most important nutrient to include in your diet if you want

to lose weight and build lean muscle mass and should be included in

every meal. 



Nutrition: Not all calories are equal
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You should aim for a wide

variety of whole foods every

day - including fruits,

vegetables, whole grains,

healthy fats and fish. All of

these have been shown in

research to be linked to a

healthier life. Eat more 'real

food' and less processed

options wherever you can. 

As you track your meals and

snacks you'll educate yourself

about their impact on your

energy intake. 

Occasional treats, within your

calorie budget , are absolutely

fine - and in fact, make it more

likely that you will stick to an

overall balanced diet long

term. Just don't make

Magnums, Merlot and

McDonalds the core building

blocks of your daily diet. 

The start point of your meals

should be lean protein and

veggies, followed by

complex carbohydrates. Fats

and sugars should be

included in measured

quantities to ensure balance.

This approach will naturally

result in a focus on less

calorie dense foods. 



Portion sizes can be THE single

biggest difference between

achieving a calorie deficit (hello

weight loss) or calorie excess

(hello weight gain). 

Studies show most individuals

have a tendency to significantly

underestimate portion sizes - and

the 'standard size' of many items

has increased over the years. 

That's why we recommend

weighing foods with a food

scale to get the most accurate

read possible of the calories you

consume. Again, the idea isn't

that you need to do this forever

but it REALLY helps get a sense

of appropriate portion sizes and

their calorie impact - especially

for dry goods like cereals, rice or

pasta. Without measurement we

risk underestimating our calorie

consumption which will derail

our progress. 

If you aren't able to weigh

remember the handy guide to

portion sizes here

Nutrition: portion control
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The NHS now advises that we all consider taking a Vitamin D supplement in the UK.  

Typically, Vitamin D is obtained naturally via sun exposure (it is very difficult to absorb from

food alone). However, in the autumn and winter in this country, many of us do not see

enough sunlight to produce the necessary levels. 

Those with darker skin tones and people over the age of 65 should consider taking a

supplement all year round.

Iron deficiency can lead to anaemia, resulting in fatigue, shortness of breath and pale skin. It

can also weaken the immune system.

Iron is best obtained through red meat and dark leafy greens, but some individuals may need

the support of a supplement to reach required levels (typically young women with heavy

periods and vegans or vegetarians). 

27% cent of women have low iron intakes. If you think you could be one of them, speak to

your doctor about your symptoms. 

This is crucial for those following a vegan diet, as B12 is predominantly found in

Vitamin B12 is important for a healthy nervous and immune system and is needed to make

While calcium is found in natural sources such as dairy and leafy vegetables, consuming

additional levels via a supplement might be advisable for those who have bone mineral

density concerns, as calcium is crucial in maintaining good bone health. 

Post menopause, bone density can decline - though the good news here is weight-bearing /

resistance exercises (like....Bootcamp!) are a great way to improve bone strength / help to

prevent osteoporosis. 

You should be able to get your calcium needs through your diet 

We should all be striving to get the vitamins and minerals we need through a healthy balanced

diet, not through supplementation. 

The supplements industry is big business, but there's actually not that much evidence to support

the benefit of many of the commonly available vitamin and mineral boosters out there. 

 

Based on health service guidelines there are a few supplements which are worth exploring: 

Vitamin D

 

Iron

 

Vitamin B12

     animal products such as red meat.

     red blood cells. 

Calcium

     but discuss with your doctor if you have any concern.  

Before reaching for for the vitamin jar, the key is to understand your own unique nutritional requirements

based on your health, diet and lifestyle - and establish whether you actually require supplements to help

meet your nutritional needs. If in doubt, seek the advice of a qualified nutrition expert who can run a

nutrient deficiency test and provide tailored recommendations based on your results. 

Nutrition: Supplements
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Nutrition: Mindful Eating 
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Finally,  let's think about HOW we eat and not just WHAT we

eat. That's MINDFUL EATING. 

What we mean by mindful eating is to eat with:

INTENTION (because you're hungry) and 

ATTENTION (enjoying and appreciating every bite)

Mindful eating helps us to be more satisfied by the food we eat

- by appreciating how our meals look, smell and feel before

taking a bite and savouring each morsel of our meals. 

By paying attention to our hunger and fullness cues we ensure

that we stop when satisfied rather than mindlessly (over)eating. 

Mindful eating can be invaluable to help you tune into WHY

you are eating and when it's time to stop - which can often

mean eating fewer calories. 

Try these tips to eat
more mindfully
and notice the

difference!



Drinking enough water is vital to support a healthy body - even

more so when you have an enhanced exercise regime. 

Hydration is key for digestion and muscle function and many

studies support that drinking water is beneficial for weight loss. 

5. Water
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So What about Water?

Okay, you get it - water matters... but how

much water should you drink a day?

    

Official guidelines vary but we

recommend that you aim for at least 2

litres of water a day - that's about 8-10

glasses. While all fluids count, plain water

is the best. Any sweetened drinks are

adding unnecessary empty calories and

artificial sweeteners are best avoided. 

Remember you should drink MORE in situations

where you need to replenish water lost through

sweating - i.e warm weather and exercise.

Always bring a bottle to bootcamp and aim to

drink it all. 

   

Drinking little and often is the best way to stay

hydrated. Easy tricks to boost your water intake

are as simple as regularly carrying a water bottle

when you’re out and about and always having a

glass of water on your desk if working. 

Checking the colour of your urine is widely

considered to be the easiest and most practical

way to assess your hydration needs - aim to pass

urine which is light yellow to clear.

Thirst and passing dark-coloured urine are

key signs that you may be dehydrated, as well as

feeling lethargic, dizzy or having a dry mouth

and lips.  
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Hydration Hero
Need more convincing on the benefits of wonderful water? Sip on these…

 

Hungry or Thirsty?

Remove that Waste! 

Calorie Controller

Helps your workout!

Burns Fat! 

You might feel like you are hungry when actually you’re just

thirsty. Drinking a glass of water before reaching for something to

eat can really help to curb unnecessary snacking. If after half an

hour you’re still hungry, it’s true hunger and time to reach for a

healthy snack…but try the water first!

It is so easy to accumulate liquid

calories by drinking sweetened

drinks or juice. Water is the

perfect calorie-free alternative.

Replacing even a few high -

calorie drinks each day for water

or other no-calorie beverages,

such as herbal tea, can have

long-term weight loss benefits.

Without water, the body cannot

properly metabolize stored fat or

carbohydrates. The process of

metabolizing fat is called lipolysis. The

first step of this process is hydrolysis,

which occurs when water molecules

interact with triglycerides (fats) to

create glycerol and fatty acids. So

simply, drinking enough water is

essential for burning off fat from food

and drink, as well as stored fat.

Water helps muscles,

connective tissues, and joints

to move correctly. It also

helps the lungs, heart, and

other organs to work

effectively as they ramp up

activity during exercise.

Being hydrated reduces the

risk of  muscle cramps and

fatigue. 

Always drink water before,

during, and after bootcamp -

you’ll avoid dehydration and

maximise your workout

performance.
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When the body is

dehydrated, it cannot

correctly remove waste as

urine or faeces. When waste

builds up in the body, you

may feel bloated, swollen

and tired. So get drinking

and literally flush it all out!



There's method in the madness! 

Some top tips for getting the most out of each and every session.

5. Bootcamp
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The SPIRIT bootcamp method is all about boosting your metabolism – even while you are sleeping! 

The moves we use are designed to burn fat and tone your body by increasing your muscle mass

and lowering your body fat. We work hard to build variety and fun into every session to keep you

all motivated and enjoying your workout. But for the mornings you’re tempted to switch that alarm

clock off and skip bootcamp, here are 4 fab reasons to get yourself to camp….

 

 

Bootcamp Benefits

When working out with weights, you build lean muscle.

The more muscle you have, the quicker your metabolism

will work. A faster metabolism means you  burn more

calories -  leading to  a reduction in body fat. 

Remember, as you convert fat to muscle you may not

initially see weight loss as muscle is more dense than fat.

But you WILL see a change in body shape and can

expect to lose inches before pounds. 

LEAN

MUSCLE 

Resistance training not only strengthens muscles but also

increases bone density. This reduces the risk of fractures

and broken bones. It also builds stronger connective

tissues and increases joint stability which, as a result,

helps  reduce your risk of injury, back pain and arthritis.

Women naturally lose bone density with age (post

menopause) putting us at risk of osteoporosis. Bootcamp

and maintaining adequate calcium intake is a brilliant

way to counter that trend and keep you strong, mobile

and injury free. You will also strengthen your core, which

is essential for correcting bad posture, and helps prevent

any lower back pain.

STRONGER

BONES 
AND BACK 

Having a stronger body will also help with other sports by

improving power, speed, agility and endurance. Weight

training will help the body adapt to situations it will face

during sport and also throughout everyday life. Win win!

FITTER 
FASTER

STRONGER

Our bootcamp workouts can help to improve

cardiovascular health by lowering bad cholesterol and

increasing good cholesterol, and in turn this will help to

lower blood pressure. Using weight training as part of

your routine will also improve the way the body

processes sugar, which may reduce the risk of diabetes.

SUPPORT

OVERALL

HEALTH
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To get the most out of your camp and stay injury free there are a few items worth investing in: 

 

Bootcamp workouts are tough
on your body so looking after

yourself is important. You can do this by ensuring
you are always exercising
with good posture and technique.

If you’re unsure, give yourcoach a holler.

Be Bootcamp Ready! 

A thick, spongy, non-slip mat, one that is

comfortable on your knees for press-ups and

floor work.

Supportive trainers to keep you injury free during some of

the higher impact moves. A visit to a good running shop

where they record your gait is highly recommended. This

way you will be fitted with footwear that is right for you

and that will support and protect your feet.

A good quality sports bra is vital, as exercising without

one can lead to damage of the delicate tissue and

ligaments in that area, this can lead to irreversible

damage as well as breast pain. Taking the time to get

one professionally fitted will be time well spent.

You'll need to invest in a pair of

dumbbells. We normally

recommend to start with 3kg,

but speak to your trainer to

confirm the best choice for

you. There are often

opportunities to purchase

weights from other members so

keep your eye out in the Spirit

Squad Facebook group!

...and don't forget your water bottle and a smile! 
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Being active on a daily basis is one of the best things you

can do for your health. 

Your body simply isn’t designed to sit all day, so on your non

bootcamp days find small ways to keep moving, even if it's

for short bursts of time. 

6. Keep Moving
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A brisk walk
Incorporating various terrains and some hills if possible. 

  

A run
If you’re currently inactive start with a daily walk then

progress to a jog/walk and then into a run over a period

of time. Couch to 5K apps are a great way to build up. 

  

A martial arts class
Great for muscle tone and discipline! 

  

Move with the kids
Trampolining or football are great for getting the heart

pumping.  

Dancing
Turn up the music while you cook and shake your thing. 

      

Swimming
Fantastic all round exercise. 

Get on your bike
We're lucky enough to have some of the finest bike

riding routes in the country on our door step...if you're

confident, give Box Hill a go, but if you're just starting out,

a half hour on the common is a great start!  

Move every day!
It’s not about going to camp 3 days a week and then sitting on your cute little

bottom! 

We recommend incorporating some exercise up to 6 days a week - leaving one

day for rest. 

But try reframing your perspective of exercise - find ways to move (at least 20

minutes a day) which you actually ENJOY, as these will be the habits you can

stick to long term. 

Here's a few ideas, but honestly this is about finding what works for YOU! 
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You  may have seen headlines highlighting  increasing evidence that sitting

down too much can be a risk to your health.  Sitting  for long periods is

thought to slow the metabolism, which affects the body's  ability to regulate

blood sugar, blood pressure and break down body fat. 

With desk-bound work days, ever-increasing screen time, long commutes

and flopping on the sofa at the end of a tiring day it can feel hard to sit less.

NHS advice suggests that getting up and taking just a few minutes break

from sitting can make a big difference to our health. 

So be mindful of how much time you spend sat down and take the time to

move regularly throughout the day.   

6 easy ideas to reduce sitting times: 

“Sitting is the new smoking…”

Stand on the

train or bus, for

some or all of

your journey

Set a

reminder to

get up every

30 minutes (eg

on your phone

/ fitbit etc) 

      

Stand or

walk around

while on the

phone

Take a walk

break

every time

you take a

coffee or tea

break

Stroll over to a

colleague's

desk instead

of emailing or

calling

      

Swap some TV

time for more

active tasks or

hobbies
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7. Sleep

Waking up after a GOOD night’s sleep is the best way to start your day

in a positive way, for a clearer mind and an energised body. 

Lack of sleep will generally leave you feeling tired, unable to workout

effectively and looking for quick energy fixes.

 

Getting to bed and getting a good night’s sleep is one of the most

important changes you can make to increasing your vitality.
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Numerous studies have linked lack of sleep

to weight gain due to the disruption of

some of the key hormones involved in fat

loss, appetite control, sugar cravings and

rates of metabolism.

 

These are the hormones Ghrelin, Cortisol,

Insulin and HGH (Growth Hormone).

 

A high level of Ghrelin caused by lack of

sleep increases the appetite and leaves

you susceptible to over eating. 

Insulin is a key player in fat storage and

keeping levels stable. It is vital to weight

loss and maintenance. Sleep deprivation

can leave insulin levels low meaning

hunger and food cravings!

 

Lack of sleep is a stress on the body and

when the body is stressed it produces

Cortisol, which leads to fat storage,

particularly around the belly.

 

HGH burns fat and builds muscle but as we

age and stop growing levels drop. The

best way to keep HGH elevated is sleep,

good nutrition and strength training.

The Science of Sleep
The body’s chemistry is directly affected by sleep quality, as during sleep

your body goes through a complex chain of reactions to revitalise, rejuvenate and

balance itself. If we cut short or disrupt our sleep then we deny our body the chance

to function at an optimal level.

One of the biggest factors where sleep and

weight loss are concerned is in the

balancing of our hormones, especially those

which are responsible for metabolism and

fat storage.
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Getting a great night's sleep
Between 7-8 hours a night is enough sleep for most, 

To improve your sleep quality, the best thing you can do to is get

yourself to bed earlier. 

Make getting to bed by 10 and asleep by 10.30 a priority. 

though this does vary from each individual. 

Struggle to switch off? Try to say goodbye to your worries

before you start to settle down. Writing things down can help

put closure on them for the day.
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Winding down before bed is essential, no TV, no

emails, phone calls, computer, no work or stimulants,

such as smoking, caffeine or alcohol for at least an

hour before bed.

Make sure the bedroom is dark and free of

electrical equipment and that the room is at a

comfortable temperature, not too hot.

Wind down in the way that works for you -

listen to some gentle music, read a good book

and concentrate on your breathing - allowing

your body to relax with each breath.

If you aren’t able to get to bed at the same time each night

or struggle to get your full 8 hours due to disturbed sleep

patterns or unavoidable issues (eg. shift-work or children who

don’t sleep!) then try cat-napping in the day. Allow yourself

no longer than 20 minutes so you don’t disturb the next nights

sleep, you will be surprised how refreshed you will feel.



8. Self Care

When challenging your body physically, it's important to also take good

care of your mind and soul. 

 Combined with the nutrition and exercise commitments you make at

bootcamp, reducing stress and taking a time-out when you need it

can help you keep stress at bay, stay healthy, and be resilient.
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Self care means taking the time to look after yourself.  

And the first thing to say, is dedicating time to self-care is NOT selfish! 

Taking time to build your own resilience, wellbeing and energy is an investment in your

capacity to care for others.   

Self care might conjure up magazine-article images of spa days and massages - and maybe

you’re thinking ‘I’d just never find the time or the money’. Think differently. It doesn’t need to

be a blow-out indulgent getaway…just small things as part of your weekly routine can make a

big difference to your feelings of wellbeing.

Struggling for ideas of what Self Care looks like? On the next page are 20 ideas to get you

started! Make your own list of ideas and aim to do something (even if it’s small) just for YOU,

every day.

Self Care and Me Time

A note on Screen time and Social Media

If you’ve got children, you’ll be conscious of setting boundaries
for screen time, seeing them get cranky and difficult when they
spend too much time glued to phones or tablets. Well, you guessed
it, it’s not just kids who can be adversely affected by too much
tech time. It can prevent us from being fully present in the

moment and also contributes to more of the dreaded sedentary time.
That’s before we even begin the think about social media which can
be both a time and self-esteem thief. As mentioned in the sleep

section, the blue light from devices can definitely interfere with
good sleep - so at the very least, cut screen time before bed and
get that phone out of the bedroom. While we’re not saying you need
turn your back on tech entirely, think about putting the phone

down a bit and perhaps reviewing your social media habits.
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Have you heard the phrase, ‘You can’t pour from an empty cup’? 

Essentially, we need to look after ourselves before we can look after others.

So if you’re struggling to prioritise self care or ‘Me-time’, think of it as

investing in your capacity to care for those you love. 



20 Ways to invest in YOU
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1. Read a book or magazine for an hour.

2. Pick or buy a bouquet of fresh flowers.

3. Take a leisurely walk  - without a goal.

4. Do something crafty: colouring, knitting, sewing...

5. Try out a new hobby.

6. Home pamper: give yourself a pedicure or a manicure. Put on a

homemade face mask. Take a bubble bath - and yes, add candles and

music and make it truly indulgent. 

7. Look on youtube and choose a short yoga, pilates or guided

meditation to practice. Give it your full attention. 

8. Have a 20 minute stretching session.

9. Go to the park and DON’T sit on a bench scrolling through your

phone - instead play on the playground. Be a kid again!

10. Wear an outfit that makes you feel great. Even if you have no reason

to (YOU ARE the reason!).

11. Watch the sun rise or set. Don’t take any pictures or post about it on

social media. Just watch.

12. Go to bed early or sleep in late.

13. Edit who you  follow on social media (if they don’t bring you joy, they

gotta go - no matter how nice, inspiring, or cool they are).

14. Put your favourite music on and sing it out LOUD. 

15. Get a massage.

16. Spend time out in the garden.

17. Write a list of 10 things you’re grateful for and why.

18. Connect with an old friend - give them a call, write a letter or even

better, arrange a meet up.

19. Cook a fancy meal for no other reason than you deserve a fancy

meal.

20. Say “no” to someone.



9. Next Steps

WOW! We've hit you with a LOT of information. Don't worry if your head

feels like it's swimming a bit - this guide is yours to come back to and

reference throughout your health and fitness journey. 

In this section we wrap up with directions of where to find support 

 and a handy checklist. 
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Your past

Your future



A reminder of where to find information and help to

support you on your health and fitness journey....

Website
www.surreybootcamps.com

The members' section has a whole heap of resources

available, including workout tips, recipes and more. 

Well worth a look! 

Facebook
Spirit Squad Closed Facebook Group

This group is ONLY for present members of Spirit. Here, we

post useful updates about bootcamp, share additional

sessions and socials, plus post expert insights, hints and

tips to support a healthy active lifestyle.

It's YOUR group, and we encourage all our members to

pose questions, share ideas and encourage each other

in the group. 

We look forward to seeing you there. 

Your Trainer Team
Remember, our trainers are here to help! If you're having

problems, looking for help in a specific area or want tips

on how to push yourself to the next level, just ask! 

Support Resources
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Following the guidelines here is designed to unlock your body’s full potential…. leaving you

looking and feeling great - with more energy and confidence than ever.  Remember, health is

a journey so keep checking in with your trainer along the way as we navigate the road to a

body you love, together.

Checklist
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Drink water - aim for at least 2 litres a day to help yout body give up fat.

Get to bed by 10pm and be asleep by 10.30pm.

Track your food to understand the impact of your food choices

Build balanced meals around lean protein and plenty of veg

Practice mindful eating, enjoying every bite and listenng to your hunger cues

Keep pushing forward during every workout. Make every one count. 

Commit to bootcamp -  3 times a week,  every week will make ALL the difference. 

Keep moving and boost your NEAT - find little ways to move more everyday. 

Bring your energy and smile to every camp. 

Encourage and support you fellow Spirit Squad members. 

Share your tips, recipes and challenges in the Spirit Squad facebook group. 

Engage the Spirit mindset - think positive and embrace the ride! 

Take your 'before' pictures and measurements. 

Make time for YOU - be kind and take care of your self, find time to rest. 



A space to jot down any reminders, ideas or inspiration to support your journey to a body you love!

Your notes
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